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Database studies and hemogram derivatives in perioperative medicine research: Does it mean taking shortcuts in the scientific journey?
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As you are aware, our journal’s scope is centered on perioperative medicine, encompassing a wide range of studies, from preoperative patient preparation to the long-term outcomes of surgical and anesthetized interventions. As editorial chiefs, we will continue to write editorials in each issue, addressing the topics our journal focuses on and the perspectives we ignore. In this issue, we will delve into relatively effortless, commonly used practices in the academic journey that many academics often resort to and discuss the rationale and outcomes of such endeavors.

In our country and globally, the transition from the 'small and functional clinic' model to 'colossal hospitals' has nearly concluded in the past two decades. Consequently, this has led to the natural formation of extensive databases containing a wealth of patient data. Regrettably, academics working in these institutions often opt for the easier and more accessible route of analyzing this data instead of formulating new hypotheses and conducting proof-of-concept studies. These studies, mockingly referred to as 'database mining,' are widely accepted and published in many journals. On the other hand, beyond conducting clinical studies using their institutional data, another research method involves writing reviews using national databases or data systems similar to COCHRANE. The academic credibility of articles written through database mining was recently brought into question. Some high-impact journals have declared their decisions to reduce the space dedicated to such articles and reviews or even refrain from publishing them [1].

In our publishing philosophy, the priority for publications will always lean towards clinical research. Certainly, in retrospective studies, patients to be included will be selected from a data system. However, a more appropriate approach would be a comprehensive analysis of the data by also examining physical records. Retrospective studies with a well-formulated hypothesis and an effective research model will be considered more valuable, compared to a 'database mining' study that merely presents descriptive data. Demonstrating one’s prowess as an original article author necessitates a profound understanding and wealth of experience that transcend the mere access to database systems and proficiency in basic Excel skills.

Another salient aspect of our discourse relates to research endeavors utilizing hematological-derived ratios, such as the neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) and platelet-lymphocyte ratio (PLR), extracted from hemogram data. These ratios and derivatives are applied across a spectrum of research domains, encompassing diagnostic processes, differential diagnosis, mortality prognosis, and the anticipation of complications [2–4].

Given the routine nature of complete blood counts conducted in the majority of hospitalized patients, we can contemplate the widespread applicability of these ratios in various clinical contexts. Therefore, using the expression ‘a parameter that can be used for the diagnosis and predictability of nearly everything’ does not actually mean defining a parameter that will contribute to the differentiation of anything specifically, does it? Can conducting statistical analysis on over 40 hemogram parameters and their ratios across any patient group to investigate significance be more superior than simply tossing a coin?

Undoubtedly, we shall not dismiss articles rooted in NLR and akin ratios entirely. Those studies underpinned by well-articulated hypotheses and executed with scientific rigor will persist within the sphere of our scholarly scrutiny. Parameters like NLR can exhibit interindividual variability, influenced by factors like age, gender, and weight status, often resulting in limited
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specificity. In optimizing study design, it is advisable to contemplate the examination of more homogenized cohorts characterized by narrower parameters, acknowledging the importance of this consideration [5,6].

As editors, our intention is not to constrain prospective authors, as it would be contrary to the spirit of science. However, we must be mindful of not squandering the valuable time of our editorial board and reviewers. Given the existence of journals that prioritize articles focused on database mining and hemogram parameters, please understand our decision to relatively limit the inclusion of such topics. Conclusively, although we acknowledge the significance of database (mining) and hemogram parameter studies, our journal’s objective is to elevate the intellectual dialogue and promote pioneering, hypothesis-driven research endeavors that align with the zenith of scientific investigation.
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